
Pike Logan: The Spy Thriller Series That Will
Keep You on the Edge of Your Seat
Pike Logan is a CIA operative who always gets the job done, no matter how
dangerous. He's smart, resourceful, and deadly. But he's also a family man,
and he always puts his loved ones first.
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In this series of spy thrillers, Pike Logan faces his greatest challenges yet.
He must stop a terrorist plot, rescue his kidnapped wife, and prevent a
nuclear war. Along the way, he'll team up with other CIA operatives, as well
as members of the FBI, the NSA, and even the Russian FSB. But no matter
who he's working with, Pike Logan always gets the job done.

The Pike Logan Series

The Pike Logan series is a series of spy thrillers written by Brad Taylor, a
former US Army Special Forces officer. The series follows the adventures
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of Pike Logan, a CIA operative who works in the Special Activities Division
(SAD). SAD is a paramilitary unit that conducts covert operations around
the world.

The Pike Logan series has been praised for its authenticity, action, and
suspense. Taylor's experience as a Special Forces officer gives him a
unique insight into the world of espionage and covert operations. He uses
this knowledge to create realistic and thrilling stories that keep readers on
the edge of their seats.

The Pike Logan series has been adapted into a television series, which
premiered on CBS in 2020. The series stars Philip Winchester as Pike
Logan. The series has been well-received by critics and audiences alike,
and it has been renewed for a second season.

The Characters

Pike Logan is the central character in the series. He is a highly skilled and
experienced CIA operative who is dedicated to his job. However, he is also
a family man, and he always puts his loved ones first.

Pike Logan is joined by a cast of supporting characters, including:

Jennifer Cahill: Pike's wife, who is a former CIA officer.

Trent: Pike's best friend and fellow CIA operative.

Max: Pike's mentor and former CIA officer.

Katrin: A Russian FSB agent who works with Pike on several missions.

The Stories



The Pike Logan series features a variety of stories, all of which are full of
action, suspense, and intrigue. Some of the most popular stories include:

Pike Logan: American Assassin: Pike Logan must stop a terrorist plot
to attack the United States.

Pike Logan: Kill Gas: Pike Logan must rescue his kidnapped wife from
a terrorist group.

Pike Logan: The Last Agent: Pike Logan must prevent a nuclear war
between the United States and Russia.

Why You Should Read the Pike Logan Series

If you are a fan of spy thrillers, then you will love the Pike Logan series.
The series is full of action, suspense, and intrigue. The characters are well-
developed and relatable, and the stories are always engaging. Whether
you are new to the spy thriller genre or you are a seasoned reader, the Pike
Logan series is sure to please.

About the Author

Brad Taylor is a former US Army Special Forces officer who served in
Afghanistan and Iraq. He is the author of the Pike Logan series, as well as
several other novels and non-fiction books. Taylor's experience as a
Special Forces officer gives him a unique insight into the world of
espionage and covert operations. He uses this knowledge to create
realistic and thrilling stories that keep readers on the edge of their seats.

The Pike Logan series is a must-read for fans of spy thrillers. The series is
full of action, suspense, and intrigue. The characters are well-developed
and relatable, and the stories are always engaging. Whether you are new



to the spy thriller genre or you are a seasoned reader, the Pike Logan
series is sure to please.
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The Second Generation: Voices of the
Holocaust
The Holocaust was one of the most horrific events in human history.
Millions of people were killed, and countless others were left traumatized.
The survivors of the Holocaust...
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Walking the Fields of the Newfoundland Dead
In the heart of the rolling countryside of northern France, where the
Somme River meanders through fields once scarred by war, lies a
poignant reminder of the sacrifices made...
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